CASE STUDY

Banta Corporation
The Customer
Banta Corporation is a technology and market leader in printing and supply-chain
management. Founded more than 140 years ago, the company provides solutions in
commercial printing, direct mail, financial printing, product customization, print fulfillment,
forms and labels, logistics, call centers, transactional print-and-mail, print management,
online services, digital photography, color services, and content and database
management to customers. The company’s lead IT staff needs to support the corporate
business objectives by proactively managing their distributed network of approximately
75 routers, 125 switches, 20 firewalls, 50 access points and 6 IP Telephony servers.

The Challenge
As more of the business units/sites are opting to have the IT staff manage the network
for them, the number of devices the lead IT staff needs to monitor is increasing weekly.
The time it takes to do this efficiently means they would either need to hire additional
staff or find an automated tool that could help them, since manually pulling together all
the information needed on a consistent basis could take weeks.

The Solution
In need of a solution, Banta started a search for products that might be able to help.
When they found NetMRI and hooked up the evaluation unit to their network they were
amazed at the amount of useful information it was able to generate in such a short time.
Prior to using NetMRI, Banta’s IT staff would have spent days doing what NetMRI could
do in just a matter of minutes. But the team needed more than that. They needed to
know that on an on-going and long-term basis NetMRI would be the tool to save them
money and staff time, not just a tool that provided a one-time fix. It quickly became
apparent to the staff that NetMRI would indeed be able to save the company resources
by avoiding unneeded troubleshooting on a consistent basis. According to Derek
Dolan, network engineer for Banta, “while we have a number of other tools we use for
performance monitoring on the network, NetMRI is able to do more long-term analysis
of issues than any other product we have. With our first level operations staff monitoring
alerts from HP OpenView, they aren’t able to identify and track long-term trends.”

The Result
Now that Banta owns NetMRI, they have found that it cuts out a couple hours of work a
day that previously consumed the IT staff. NetMRI can tell the staff what is on a specific
network or group of networks, so they know what they are getting into before taking
over management of another piece of the network. Additionally, as Banta’s team looks
at strategic initiatives such as vendor consolidation and procurement centralization,
NetMRI is in invaluable tool in determining realistic numbers for what is on the
network—within minutes.
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